calculate the exact solutions of (1+n)-dimensional fractional ZK equation of the following form 
where 0 1 α < ≤ and a is any arbitrary constant.
The article is arranged as follows. Modified Riemann-Liouville derivative of order α is defined in section 2 together with its properties. In section 3, complex fractional transformation is applied to convert the nonlinear PDE into an ODE and then exact solutions are obtained with MSE method and (1⁄G' )-expansion method. Results are provided in section 4. References are given in the end of the article.
MODIFIED RIEMANN-LIOUVILLE DERIVATIVE AND ITS PROPERTIES
The modified Riemann-Liouville derivative of order α for a continuous function is defined as follows [3] .
A B S T R A C T
I n this article, we study the (n+1)-dimensional space time fractional Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation for calculating the exact solutions. For this purpose fractional derivative is used in the form of modified Riemann-Liouville derivatives. Complex fractional transformation is applied for transforming the nonlinear partial differential equation into another nonlinear ordinary differential equation. Exact solutions are obtained by using modified simple equation method and (1⁄G' )-expansion method. Obtained solutions are new and may be of significant importance in the field of plasma physics to investigate the waves in the magnetized plasma and in the dust plasma.
Exact Solutions With Modified Simple Equation Method
Here we have utilized the MSE method [4] to find the exact solutions. Applying the equation balance method to achieve the value m=1. Therefore, the solution will take the form as 
Putting the above values in Eq. (5) and compare the different powers of ϕ equal to zero, we have the following system of equations
Using Eq. (8), it gives two values of the constant 0 k as below:
As 1 0 k ≠ , so Eq. (10) yields the following value of 1 k :
Now we have to find the value of ϕ . For this we have the following two cases.
Case 1:When 0 0 k = , Eq. (9) gives the following result
where :
denotes a continuous function not necessarily first order differential. Here we have mentioned only following important properties from literature.
(1) If : h R R → , is a continuous function, then its fractional derivative in the form of integral with respect to
For any constant k, the fractional derivative is:
For the functions g(x 1 ) and h(x 1 ) and the constants a and b, fractional derivative for their linear combination is:
EXACT SOLUTIONS
To find the exact solution of Eq.
(1), we transform the fractional ZK equation in to another nonlinear ODE by applying the following complex fractional transformation 
This results in the following ODE 0 wU aUU nU w w w U a a n ξ ξ
where ξ is given in Eq. (3).
Exact Solution With (1⁄G' )-Expansion Method
Here we have used the (1⁄G' )-expansion method [12] for calculating the exact solutions. Balancing the terms U' and U 2 in Eq. (3.3), it yields M=1. Hence the solution will take the form as
where ( ) G ξ satisfy the ordinary linear differential equation
with 0 a , 1 a , λ and µ as constants to be determined. This equation contains the solution 
where ξ is defined in Eq. (3) and
Using Eq. (24) in Eq. (5) and then comparing coefficients of different powers of
, we obtain system of equations Hence the exact solution given in Eq. (6) will takes the form as
After substituting the values of 0 k , 1 k in Eq. (16) and simplifying, we obtain 
Case 1 (a): If we put will take the form as , solution will take the form as 
CONCLUSION
In this article, we achieved some exact solutions of (n+1)-dimensional fractional Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation. We apply the complex fractional wave transformation which converts the original nonlinear PDE into another nonlinear ODE. Then, (1⁄G')-expansion and modified simple equation methods are used to find the exact solutions. Obtained solutions are new and of significant importance to study the waves in the magnetized and dust plasmas. For different values of the parameters, graphical representations of the solutions are provided below with the help of computer software Maple 13. We have considered the case for n=1 for graphical representation (i.e. , plots for the solution U 8 and its contour plot are presented. We have presented few of the solutions in graphical format. One can easily obtain the plots of others solutions easily. 
